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Seminar on Service Oriented Computing – World Café Summary 
 

This summary includes the highlights that were produced during the World Café 
discussions that are based on the seminar presentations. Thus, it is basically relevant to 
the seminar attendees. We intend to publish a short article that tells the complete story.   

 
1. World Café Table on SOA governance 
 
Questions: 
1. Laws in SOA? 
2. Governance in SOA organizations?  
3. What is the (runtime) management of SOA paradigm? 
 
-- 
Laws:  

 Who set the rules  
 Kinds of rules 
 Security  
 Tools 
 Cost 
 Who can set which rules 
 Ruling process 
 SOA needs control 
 Who maintain the laws 

 Administrators? 
 Governing body? 

 

 
 
Types of laws: 

 Rights legislate  
 AC for edit, use, deploy of services 
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 Do we have a standard of laws  
 Design time – need to worry about the entire lifecycle (“conform”, laws for creating 

“orders” in architectures) 
 Runtime policies / rules for services access  
 Runtime behavior laws for the service interaction and execution 
 Rights for governing body  
 Policies for change management of service  
 Validation of “business rules” in design time or test  

 
Domains of laws: 

 Security 
 Behavior (SLA) 
 Behavior of people, programs, activities 
 For business controls   

 
Architecture: 

 Scalability of law ‘enforcement’ 
 Integration of governance aspects (laws, controls, measurement) into workflows   
 Separation of the governance aspect 
 Scope of governance - people, artifacts, activities (lifecycle)  

 
2. World Café Table on SOA tools 
 
Questions: 
1. Tools for SOA - What is necessary; what should IBM do about it 
2. Can imperative code (E.H., Java) be converted into an SOA Agent(s) by automatic 

means? 
3. Is IT possible to use web 2.0 tools in the enterprise context? If yes, what should be 

done so end users will be able to assemble service and no only mashups? 
 
-- 
Code analysis:  

 Inbal’s lecture [Inbal Ronen, HRL] 
 How mush can we count on program comments? 
 Is it possible to use methods for finding services when we do not pre assume that 

there are services 
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What is a service? 

 functionality 
 bounded thing granularity  
 states identification 
 read/ write dependencies  
 Does it has own DB? 
 Massage flow supports state full  
 WESB – IBM massage broker 
 Maintain business rules  

 Regulations 
 Derive from screens 
 Extraction  
 Functionality  

 
 
3. World Café Table on SOA implementation  
 
Questions: 
1. Does SOA have anymore specific meaning than “good integration architecture”? 
2. Can automated semantic and model- driven systems really work? Of does the 

messiness of real world systems always require human input? 
3. How can huge masses of messy metadata – WSDLs, XSDs, ER schemas, UML 

diagrams – be searched, classified, and connected without painstaking human label? 
4. Does the flexibility of dynamic languages such as Python and Ruby make them more 

suited to the flexible world of SOA then compile – time – type – checked languages 
like Java of C#? 

5. The real causes of project failure are usually organizational. Can SOA provide a 
solution to organizational failure? 

6. Is SOA good for agility? 
7. Can the short history of SOA teach us anything? What works?  
 
-- 
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Goals:  
 Relationship between IT and organization (strategic) needs  
 The composition of services  
 Dealing with the organization Knowledge (Wiki services) 
 Coping with different roles and languages 

 
Is SOA just a buzz word? 

 Replace ERP? 
 And courage reuse? 

 
SOA and dynamic languages 

 It is easier to connect services using dynamic languages 
 In Java it is harder since we need to build an appropriate definition  
 We need a batter connection between XML and non dynamic languages 

 
SOA agility  

 Purchase \ using external services  
 SOA is not a software development standard  
 Level of SOA decomposition – can we decompose the code level into SOA? 

 
 
 


